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INTRODUCTION

As a practical model which evaluates ground motions of

irregularly bounded surface ground during earthquakes, the

quasi-t･hree-dimensional ground model was proposed (Tamura and
suzuki･ 1987)･ Zt･ was extended to the model which can take

fundamental through arbitrary n-th mode of shear vibrations

into consideration (suzuki and Unami･ 1991) and is capable of

conducting non-linear analysis adopting the equivalent linear

method (suzuki 1991)･ This paper provides the prediction

results of the earthquake ground motions of Ashigara valley

sites using computer code ･･EXQ3D･･ which was coded by the

author for the ext.ended model.

舶ODELZ村G

The modeling procedure used is a simplified hybred model of

two-dimensional finite elements and mass-spring-damper sys-

tems･ As illustrated in Fig･1, Soil masses are connected

each other by a finite plate element･ The model is tvo-

dimensional one but it can deal with three-dimensionasl soil

profiles and boundary conditions of a surface ground. Both
the time for computation and the effort for modeling are much

less than those by 3-D finite element procedure. The area

modeled is the r叫- of 3･O kmx l･5 km alo叩the valley･ A

linear analysis is carried out for a weak event′　whereas a

non-lineaとanalysis is applied for a strong event. since the

surface of the layer named as os-2 is regarded as the rigid

base in modeling･ the response at KD2 is correspondent with

that of RRl except for the existence of phase difference due

to the travelling time from xRl through KD2･. The input

ground motions are applied with the consideration of wave

propagation from a epicenter with the velocity of 1500 m/see.

COXPtJTED RESULTS AND DZSCtJSSZON

peak accelerations′　velociues and displacements at xsl and

xs2 Computed by ''EXQ3D･･ are summarized in Table l･ Comparing

the computed peak values with observed ones at RSl for a

small event･ computed responses in EW direction are much

smaller than observed ones and the analysis does not neces-

sarily glVeS a good simulation･ For a strong eventr however.

the computed responses at both KSl and xs2　brought about

reasonable ground responses which represent the predominant

vibrations orlglnated from the geological condition of the

valley; the ground motions in EW direction. which is the

direction of major axis of predomonant vibrations･ are highly

amplified.
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CONCLUDZNG RE紙ARRS

''EXQ3D'l was applied for t･he predict･ion of eart･hquake ground

motions at Ashigara Valley prediction sites･　The predominant

vibrations orlglnat･ed from t･he geological struct.ure of t.he

blind sites Were obtained through the analysis for a strong

event･　工t was conflmed that the proposed method is capable

of comput･ing effect･ively t･he eart･hquake ground not.ions of

irregularly bounded　3-D surface ground･

Table 1 Computed Peak Accelerat･ions, Velocities and Displace-

ment,s at. RSl and KS2
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(a) Irregularly botJnded three-dilenSional surface ground
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(b) n-th lode of shear yibration systeL in EXq3D lodel

Fig･l A Schemat･ic Diagram t10 Represent･ t.he Ext_ended Quasi-

t-hree-dimensional Ground Model
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